Introduction
It is traditional to initialise Kalman filters and extended Kalman filters with estimates of the states calculated directly from the observed (raw) noisy inputs 7, 9, 10 but unfortunately their performance is extremely sensitive to state initialisation accuracy ( Figure 1 ). Good initial state estimates ensure fast convergence whereas poor estimates may give rise to slow convergence or even filter divergence. Divergence is generally due to excessive observation noise and leads to error magnitudes that quickly become unbounded 1, 5 . When a filter diverges, it must be re-initialised but because the observations are extremely poor, re-initialised states will have poor estimates.
This paper proposes that if neurofuzzy estimators produce more accurate state estimates than those calculated from the observed noisy inputs (using the known state model), then neurofuzzy estimates can be used to initialise the states of Kalman and extended Kalman filters. Filters whose states have been initialised with neurofuzzy estimates should give improved performance by way of faster convergence when the filter is initialised, and when a filter is re-started after divergence. 
Neurofuzzy estimators
A neurofuzzy estimator combines the positive attributes of a neural network and a fuzzy network. Neural networks have become increasingly popular, mostly due to the theorem which states that any function can be arbitrarily well approximated. The problem comes when an attempt is made to understand the information stored; extracting the information is difficult and consequently the network is termed opaque. By contrast, the information stored by a fuzzy network is transparent as it is easily expressed in terms of linguistic rules. However, a drawback with fuzzy networks is seen when an attempt is made to adapt their parameters since the learning rules are based mainly on heuristics about which little can be proved. Neural networks have better established learning rules with provable behavioural characteristics. The problems with both approaches have long been recognised and have recently motivated the development of the neurofuzzy estimator 3 . A neurofuzzy estimator embodies the well established modelling and learning capabilities of a neural network with the fuzzy system transparent framework for representing linguistic rules.
ASMOD image-plane velocity estimation
The ability of the neurofuzzy estimator ASMOD (Adaptive Spline Modelling of Observation Data) 8 to improve initialisation accuracy and hence reduce filter convergence times will be shown by example for the case of estimating the image-plane velocity of a tracked feature which moves with constant velocity in the real-world. Constant velocity motion (with respect to the real world) was simulated using the following equation:
where h was the height of the feature above the optical axis, was the initial distance of the feature from the fo- and were all randomly generated.
Training and test data were artificially generated using MATLAB. Output values, u.t/, where generated using:
where 1t was the sampling interval (1t = 40ms). Zero mean Gaussian noise with a standard deviation was added to the input y.t/ to simulate real noisy observations. Training and test sets were generated consisting of 18750 and 6250 randomly generated data pairs respectively, where a training or test pair is defined as the input y.t/, y.t − 1/, and outputẏ.t/. A value of = 0:004 was used, which corresponds to a standard deviation of 0:5 pixels in a 256 × 256 pixel image. Figure 3 shows the scatter plots of the two inputs for both the training and test sets. It is clear from these plots that most input data were clustered around the y.t/ = y.t − 1/ line. This distribution of data results from the physical constraints of the system being modelled, as described by the dynamics of the motion. The empty or non-populated regions of the input space were therefore physically unrealisable. A large proportion of the training data was found to be clustered around the centre of the input-output space. This is clearly shown in Figure 4a , which shows the output plotted against one of the inputs. The majority of data were densely packed about the u.t/ = 0 line. This distribution of training data in the input-output space was due to the imaging model, which performs a perspective transform resulting in input values (y.t/) that are inversely proportional to the distance of a feature from the camera.
Because uncorrelated training data produces faster learning and, more importantly, produces a model that is not biased (artificially) in any regions of the input-output space where a large amount of training data exist 2 , it was necessary to filter the training data. Filtering involves scaling the input data set so that it lies in the interval [−1 1], randomising their order and applying a Euclidean norm (with threshold ) as a distance measure to remove some of the redundant data that adds little knowledge about the process being modelled, but would otherwise bias the learning. Figure 4b shows the effect of filtering the training data. Note that the overall shape of the plots remained the same and that the more widely spaced data were not affected by filtering. Rotation of the input data so that the major axis of the data distribution (i.e. the y.t/ = y.t − 1/ = : : : = y.t − N +1/ in this example) is parallel to an input axis results in a more globally populated input space, and may reduce the number of dimensions required to model the data. Figure 5a shows the two input training data used previously and Figure 5b shows the result of input data rotation. Data rotation was performed using Principal Components Analysis (PCA) described in 6 . A rotation matrix U was calculated from the eigenvectors of the input correlation matrix:
where y 0 was the input vector y minus its mean (i.e. y 0 was zero mean). The corresponding rotated input space was given by: The rotated input data shown in Figure 5b was scaled and filtered as before and resulted in a more evenly populated input space distribution. ASMOD could then be trained using the rotated data. Input dimensions were not discarded on the basis of their having small eigenvalues rather it was left to the ASMOD algorithm to choose which dimensions were redundant.
ASMOD was trained using the filtered and rotated data described above and to measure its performance when presented with the test test, two performance metrics were evaluated: 
whereû.t/ was the estimated output of either the ASMOD or raw estimators (û a .t/ andû r .t/ respectively), u.t/ was the true output, and T was the number of test pairs in the test set.
• Relative Performance (R a ):
The MSE shows the average accuracy of the estimators (ASMOD and raw) over the entire test set. The relative performance measure (R a ) shows (as a percentage of the total number of data pairs tested) how many times AS-MOD was more accurate than using the raw estimate calculated using equation (2) . Figures 6 and 7 show how the performance varied with changes in the magnitude of the input noise. It should be noted that to obtain results for each point on these plots, ASMOD was re-trained and re-tested using training and test data generated with the corresponding values of .
It is possible to calculate the theoretical value of the MSE for the raw estimator using the following equation:
This equation was derived by inserting the noise standard deviation ( ) into equation (2) . The curve showing the performance of the raw estimator ( Figure 6 ) was plotted using equation (7), but the data points shown were found using the test set (using Equation (2)). The results shown in Figures 6 and 7 show that ASMOD performed very well compared to raw estimation. It can be seen from equation (7) and from the curve in Figure 6 that raw estimation is very poor when input noise is large, and that the MSE is proportional to 2 . By comparison, ASMOD always out performed the raw estimator (with respect to MSE) and its MSE was approximately proportional to . Figure 7 confirms that ASMOD performed better than raw estimation 85% of the time when input noise was very high. These results imply that AS-MOD did not only successfully learn the basic inputoutput function, but also learned something about the noise characteristics of the system being modelled. AS-MOD can therefore be thought of as a filter in this case.
Performance of a neurofuzzy initialised EKF
To demonstrate that a neurofuzzy initialised extended Kalman filter (NF-EKF) is often superior to an EKF initialised using raw observations, the recession-rate of a tracked feature was estimated. This section will show that a neurofuzzy initialised extended Kalman filter (NF-EKF) is superior to an EKF initialised using raw observations when applied to the estimation of recession-rate .t/ = −˙y .t / y.t/ of a tracked feature. The EKF estimated both y andẏ when a feature moved with constant velocity in the real world (known as the F1 case). The EKF's state (x F1 ) was initialised using:
It is proposed that neurofuzzy estimation (ASMOD) can provide more accurate initial estimates than those given by Equation (8), i.e.
where y a is the ASMOD estimate of y, andẏ a is the ASMOD estimate ofẏ. This estimation problem therefore required an ASMOD with N inputs (y.t/ y.t − 1/ : : : y.t − N + 1/) and two outputs (y a .t/ andẏ a .t/), which can be thought of as two separate ASMODs (one for each output). The overall system diagram of the NF-EKF is shown in Figure 8 where both ASMODs consist of N − 1 individual ASMODs, one for the two input case, two for the three input case, and so on. The performance of the constant velocity (F1) EKF was then compared with that of a similar EKF initialised using neurofuzzy estimates (NF-EKF). Two thousand noisy test trajectories ( = 0.004) were randomly generated using MATLAB, and a number of performance measures compared:
• Relative Performance (R n ):
where S was the total number of trajectories tested, R n and R k were the relative performance of the NF-EKF and EKF respectively, and MSE n .i/ and MSE k .i/ were the MSE of the i th trajectory using the NF-EKF and EKF respectively.
• Convergence: defined as occurring when the estimated output was consistently within 5% of the true output for 51t seconds.
No. of converged estimates (%) = 100
where t c .i/ is the time to convergence of the i th trajectory and T .i/ was the total length (in time) of the i th trajectory. This measure reveals how often a filter converges (as a percentage of the total number of trials).
This measure can be thought of as the mean of the normalised time to convergence of a filter when convergence occurs.
The results from a 2000 trajectory run are listed in Table 1 and show that the NF-EKF converged significantly faster than the EKF and hence produced more accurate estimates most of the time. Figure 9 contains the results from a single trajectory run showing the more accurate initial estimate and the subsequent shorter converge time of the NF-EKF. The results also imply that improved state initialisation can prevent filter divergence in some cases. This is graphically shown by Figure 10 . 
Conclusions
It has been shown that an EKF may be improved by means of initialising its state vector with estimates obtained from a finite history neurofuzzy estimator (AS-MOD).
The ASMOD estimator uses a simple input-output mapping and can be thought of as an intelligent look-up table. Any temporal information can only be utilised by means of large numbers of inputs (e.g. to utilise the information contained in ten observations requires a neurofuzzy estimator with ten inputs). Very large numbers of inputs are not practical and hence finite history neurofuzzy estimators cannot make use of all the information contained in a long time series.
The Kalman filter is a recursive algorithm. It combines measurement information and model predictions in a recursive manner to produce an optimal estimate of the state parameters. By combining both measurement information and model predictions over time it is able to give accurate state estimates.
A recursive neurofuzzy estimator that exploits the positive properties of both the finite history neurofuzzy estimator and the Kalman filter is under development 4, 11 .
Model predictions are made using a finite history neurofuzzy estimator (in the same way as the ASMOD algorithm was used as part of this work), but measurement information is combined with the neurofuzzy model predictions in a recursive manner similar to that of the Kalman filter.
